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ZERO SPACE Office furniture is a growing retail and project operator of 

the world’s most recognized and stylish brands, Zero Space has highly 

experienced and ambitious staff seeking growth and opportunity. 

ZERO SPACE Furniture established in UAE actively engages in import & 

and trading of products ranging from medium to high standard Office 

Furniture and decor.

ZERO SPACE have excellent network with leading factories around the 

world and have built strong relationship with large number of leading 

international manufacturers from Europe, Korea, Malaysia and the Far 

East.

ZERO SPACE Office Furniture would deliver the best in the furniture 

industry to meet your current & future requirements. 

Zero SPACE focus on continuous improvement and evolved to become 

one of the leading players in the furniture market through sheer determi-

nation of our management.

ZERO SPACE
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Our team of qualified workspace consultants assess and analyze the 

space to determine how to maximize efficiency and increase productivity 

by meticulously conceiving the office layout. With our extensive experi-

ence in space optimization, ZERO SPACE designs set out to ensure that 

your office space reflects the clients’ corporate identity, while maintain-

ing that the highest standard in workspace design.

INTERIOR DESIGN



Choosing an office chair may seem to be a trivial and easy task, but experts say this can play an 

essential role in the productivity and efficiency of a company’s workforce. The good thing is  ZERO 

SPACE Office Furniture offers a wide range of chairs collection and it is easy to choose as per your 

department wise like  High Executive Chair, Executive Chair, Ergonomic Chair,  Mesh Chair,  Confer-

ence Chair, Fabric chair, Guest Chair, Student Chair, Stackable Chair, Laboratory chair, Multy 

Purpose Chair & Plastic chair etc.

OFFICE FURNITURE

OFFICE CHAIR
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Add comfort and elegance to your reception area with our lounge and office sofas. Our practical and 

functional sofa designs offer unbelievable comfort even in the tightest spaces. At ZERO SPACE 

office furniture, browse our exclusive sofa range and choose your design at remarkably low prices 

in a various collection, we could customize within your office space limit also.

SOFA SET

Reception area is one of the most important spaces in an office. ZERO SPACE provides ready-made 

& Custom made Reception desks as per the client office environment & suitable design as well 

broad range of color, multi modular designs and various sizes are available as a perfect combina-

tion of your office.

RECEPTION COUNTER



Europe's top designers have contributed to our ranges of exclusive executive 

furniture to create the atmosphere of prestige, whether its classic, Modern, 

Glass, Traditional or contemporary style. 

Office furniture sets come in a huge range of styles and appearances. we 

give importance to the customer value , nature  & taste. We also value the 

taste of your workforce who spend their valuable time at work place and we 

will make the best environment for them in a stylish & modern way.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE SET
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When your workspace is well adorned with beautifully crafted furniture the 

creative juices flow automatically! Spruce up your office with stylishly 

designed conference table and convert it into a think tank. You would soon 

see this classy piece of furniture will make your discussion or meeting 

sessions much more fruitful while adding the element of class, and style to 

make the room visually appealing. Pair the table with chic and comfy chairs 

and place attractive paper weights or coasters in order to add more sophisti-

cation to the conference table.

CONFERENCE TABLE

The work environment is an important factor in governing the success or 

failure of a corporation. To respond to the rapidly-changing corporate 

environment, ZERO SPACE focuses on creating comfort and efficiency to the 

use of office space. ZERO SPACE will focus on continuous improvement in the 

international market to find a new product for serving the key customers.

WORKSTATION

SIMPLE AND 
UNIQUE DESIGN



Mobile storage units fitted with wheeled traction systems. Units can 

be closely packed when access is not required, but can be readily 

moved to open up an aisle to allow access. By eliminating the need 

for a permanently open aisle between every unit, a smaller propor-

tion of floor space can be allocated to storage than in the case of 

conventional fixed shelving, or a higher capacity of storage can be 

met using the same footprint as fixed shelving.

Each shelving unit is normally mounted on a level track way (to 

eliminate gradients in the supporting floor), making it possible to 

move heavy units with minimal effort. Mobile shelving can be moved 

manually or by the use of electrical motors. The track/flooring can 

either sit on top of an existing floor or be integrated into raised 

access flooring allowing for a smooth transition between unit and 

surrounding floor levels.

MOBILE SHELVING SYSTEM
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LESS PACE FOR
MORE STORAGE



We have the right safe for your home and office. Whether you have important 

business records, papers, certificates, documents, jewelry, cash or valuable collec-

tions for which you need a safe place, we offer you a vast variety of products to meet 

your individual & business needs. Our product range includes:

Burglar & fire-proof safes, Cabinets to store documents and protect data, Wall and 

furniture safes, Key safes, Lockers, Vaults, Filing cabinets, Data safes etc.

HOME AND BUSINESS SAFES

BE SECURED



ZERO SPACE is Providing various kind of High quality Metal products like  Vertical Filing 

Cabinets, Lateral Filing Cabinets, mobile pedestal, free stand pedestal, Plan Holder, Malty 

Drawers, Swinging cabinets, Siding cabinets, one to six doors different purpose lockers, 

Tambour door cabinets & Metal Desk etc., these are the  metal furniture manufactured by 

High quality CRCA steel, Epoxy polyester powder coated after intensive chemical treatment, 

Premium quality ball bearing slides for smooth drawer movements, Anti tilt mechanism for 

safety purpose, Locking System.

METAL FURNITURE
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ZERO SPACE is providing a comfortable and practical Auditorium Chair which has a 

wide range of bracket options to suit most needs, with different height and style of 

brackets, there are lots of combination available for this seats.

Writing tablet molded in ABS with standard black color, it is an ideal optional features 

for conference rooms, class rooms and other Auditorium rooms etc., it is practical, 

easy accessible and simple to operate, it can be retracted inside the side panel when 

not in use.

AUDITORIUM CHAIRS

ZERO SPACE creates an optimal education environment that is appropriate for an era 

of globalization. In an age of globalization and information, education environment is 

emerging as an essential factor determining the performance of learning. Can 

conduct various types of education programs and a pleasant education environment 

that optimizes individual creativity will become an important driver in developing a 

future-oriented talented people

EDUCATION FURNITURE
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ZERO SPACE provides a full spectrum of interior fit-out and commercial refur-

bishments. Quality is guaranteed by our highly skilled workforce. Our experi-

enced supervisors, engineers and project managers ensure that every task is 

performed under stringent health and safety regulations.

DECOR & FIT OUT WORKS
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ZERO SPACE has various collection of wall paper to full fill their client’s 

requirements, ZERO SPACE especially focusing to give the wall paper 

pattern to matching with the client existing home, office and living 

rooms interior concept.

WALL PAPER



ZERO SPACE concentrating different kind of curtains as per the client 

choice. ZERO SPACE mainly serving the curtains are Fabric Curtains, 

Roller Blinds, Wooden Blinds, Wooden Venetian Blinds, Aluminum Vene-

tian Blinds & Vertical Blinds etc.

CURTAINS
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The drama and beauty of glass enhance any space. ZERO SPACE has 

combined the beauty of glass with the functionality of an operable 

partition in our glass wall partitions. 

Our customers are using glass wall folding door panels to close off store 

fronts, showrooms, bank lobbies, library training centers or to create 

meeting rooms. Hotels use them to separate the breakfast area from the 

lobby or for their retail stores.

GLASS & GYPSUM PARTITIONS



Carpet tile is the new innovation for flooring. Carpet tiles are the longest 

lasting, most environment friendly options in the market today. Our goal is 

to offer the high quality carpet tile at the lowest possible prices.

Carpet tiles are more affordable and possibly practical. These give you 

the look and feel of carpet; luxury without the expense and you can even 

get very creative by intermixing tiles of different colors and textures to 

create unique patterns. Most of all, carpet tiles are incredibly easy to 

install and repair, requiring only the replacement of the few tiles that have 

been worn, stained or damaged, with minimal disruption to other parts of 

the office and to staff.

CARPET TILES
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Parquet Flooring is a best source to serve you with all at affordable rates. MDF 

Flooring(Medium Density Fiberboard For Flooring) ,HDF Flooring(high Density Fiber

-

board For Flooring) ,laminate Flooring . We have the widest variety of flooring solution 

to choose from. These flooring will just lift up your interior and make it more beautiful. 

Most interior designers consider parquet when arranging an interior design, this is on 

account of it is one of the floor materials that can suit any configuration plan. Whether 

the material will be oak, cherry, teak, or mahogany, a parquet ground surface can 

really break the repetitiveness of the basic cutting edge style. Parquet floors can 

effectively add flavor to wherever

PARQUET FLOORING

Vinyl flooring gives the choice of making your office or home stylish. ZERO SPACE 

provides vinyl flooring with a wide variety of colors and designs. We provide flooring 

that is totally sound proof and water resistant. ZERO SPACE Vinyl Flooring is easy to 

clean as the top layer is sealed with a scratch guard layer.

VINYL FLOORING 



DRAFTS MAN WORKSHOP & STORE OFFICE BOY TECHNICIANS & HELPERS

SALES EXECUTIVES SALES COORDINATOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS PRODUCTION CONTROLLER ACCOUNTAN SECRETARY

SALES MANAGER PROJECT MANAGER HR MANAGER

MD

ZERO
 SPACE TEAM 
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CLIENT DETAILS



OUR PROJECT

CLIENT NAME: SAAL AI
BUILDING: C2 TOWER, OFFICE 14TH FLOOR / AL BATEEN
WORK: OFFICE FURNITURE CUM FIT OUT WORKS

CLIENT NAME: BURJEEL HOSPITAL
BUILDING: AL REEM GATE TOWER, AL NAJIDA STREET, MARINA MALL
WORK: OFFICE FURNITURE CUM ELECTRICAL WORKS
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OUR PROJECT

CLIENT NAME: BURJEEL HOSPITAL
BUILDING: ORTHO LAB / AL NAJIDA
WORK: FIT OUT WORKS

CLIENT NAME: ACTVET
BUILDING: IPIC BUILDING 16TH FLOOR IN MUROOR ROAD
WORK: OFFICE FURNITURE CUM ELECTRICAL WORKS
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OUR PROJECT

CLIENT NAME: GENERAL CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY
BUILDING: CONFERENCE ROOM & PANTRY/OFFICE A BLOACK/ FESTIVAL CITY/ DUBAI.
WORK: FIT OUT WORK (CARPET, PROJECTOR, FURNITURE, PAINTING ETC..)

CLIENT NAME: RAMLA CORPORATE OFFICE
BUILDING: HOME CENTER BUILDING /OFFICE NO: 206 / 
KARAMA/ DUBAI.
WORK: OFFICE FURNITURE CUM FIT OUT WORKS



FURNITURE TRADING LLC

Zero Space Furniture trading L.L.C

P.O.Box 12950, Abu Dhabi

Tel: +971-02-562-7477

Email : Info@zerospacedecor.com,  Web: www.zerospcaedecor.com


